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ABSTRACT
SPARSE AND REDUNDANT IMAGE REPRESENTATIONS USING ADAPTIVE
DICTIONARIES IN DIGITAL IMAGE DENOISING
By
Teresa Sano
August 2009
Thesis Supervised by Dr. Stacey Levine
Digital image denoising is a widely know problem in image processing. In this
work, we focus on removing additive Gaussian noise from a given image. We use a
denoising method that is based on the Sparseland model of Elad and Aharon. This
method builds sparse image patch representations using redundant dictionaries. We
look to improve this method by adapting the dictionaries to more accurately
represent specific image features. The image features were chosen to be the details,
textures, and smooth regions of the image. Two different dictionaries were tested,
the Discrete Cosine Transform and a learned dictionary based off of the noisy image
patches. The dictionary’s patch size was also varied to find the optimal patch size
for denoising each image feature. Numerical and visual comparisons show the
promise of using geometric feature based dictionaries.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Image data is used in a broad array of scientific applications, yet noise is often
acquired through the image capture device (e.g. medical MRI or radar landcover
images), transmission, or storage. Although many partial solutions to this problem
have been proposed over the last 30 years, none are optimal, and the problem is far
from solved. This thesis focuses on improving a new class of models for image
denoising, based on representing an image using sparse and redundant dictionaries.
Figure 1.1: Left: True noiseless image, X, Middle: Additive noise, η, Right: The
noisy image data, u = X + η.
The challenge in the image denoising problem is separating two distinct
components in the given noisy data: the underlying image and the noise. The noise
is randomly distributed throughout the image, and even in the case where it follows
a known distribution (e.g. Gaussian or Poisson noise), there are still no precise
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techniques for extracting this component. On the other hand, ideal image data has
some structure (e.g. piecewise smooth regions, edges, textures) which can be
modeled geometrically, or by using appropriate bases.
Digital image denoising has been studied extensively, and the current solutions
are quite diverse [GW08, AK02]. These range from using median filters, to isotropic
Gaussian filters, to anistropic total variation based filters, to wavelet based
techniques. These techniques can yield acceptable results for specific types of image
data, but are all still plagued with a number of limitations.
For example, the median filters are good for salt and pepper noise, yet they have
a tendency to move edges. The Gaussian filter removes noise well, however it
oversmooths the image which causes a loss in details. Anisotropic total variation
based filters preserve image details, but can introduce false artifacts into the image
data. Wavelet based techniques also remove noise well, but suffer from side effects
such as ringing.
A common thread in these varied approaches is that the processing occurs
directly on pixel intensities, instead of more robust image features. There is some
suggestion in the literature that local neighborhoods, or ’patches’, of image data can
be well represented as a linear combination of ’dictionary’ elements. This work
explores such denoising techniques which use image patches as the predominant
image features.
2
Chapter 2
Image Denoising Using Sparse and
Redundant Representations
The focus of this work is grayscale images. Mathematically, a grayscale image
can be defined as a function of two variables, f : Ω ⊆ R2 → R1. The domain, Ω,
represents the set of spatial coordinates (x, y) which correspond to the location of a
pixel in the image. The range represents the intensity values I = f(x, y)
corresponding to the grayscale value.
2.1 Sparse and Redundant Image
Representations
Sparse and redundant image representations have attractive properties for image
denoising. In this setting, digital images can be represented by
X(x, y) =
∑
i
αiφi(x, y), (2.1)
where φi(x, y) are dictionary elements and αi ∈ R are dynamic variables that change
from one image to the next. For any digital image there exists a dictionary for
which an image can be represented by a small number of dictionary elements
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[OF96]. This yields sparse image representations.
Sparsity is used to reflect an important characteristic of natural images. It is
known that the receptive fields in the mammalian primary visual cortex can be
characterized as being spatially localized, oriented, and bandpass. Sparse
representations have been found to account sufficiently for these three
characteristics [OF96]. Sparsity can also be exploited for processing speed.
Optimal representations for (2.1) can be found by solving the constrained
optimization problem:
E = min
α
[preserve information] + µ[sparseness of α], (2.2)
where µ is a positive constant. The term that is used to preserve information can be
defined as
−
∑
x,y
[X(x, y)−
∑
i
αiφi(x, y)]
2, (2.3)
where X(x, y) is the original image and
∑
i αiφi(x, y) is an approximation of X with
respect to the dictionary φ. The sparseness of α = 〈α1, α2, . . . , αn〉 can be ensured
by minimizing
||α||0, (2.4)
which simply counts the number of nonzero entries in the vector.
On the other hand, redundancy makes the algorithm robust to perturbations and
noise. Redundant dictionaries are thus desirable and can be obtained in a number of
different ways. The dictionary can be fixed, e.g. the Discrete Cosine Transform, a
global dictionary extracted from a natural image database, or a dictionary that is
learned from the given noisy data (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Left: Discrete Cosine Transform dictionary, Middle: Global dictionary
learned from a natural image database, Right: K-SVD dictionary learned from the
noisy image data. [EA06]
2.1.1 Sparseland Model
A more efficient and accurate representation of the image can be obtained by
finding sparse representations for small patches of the image (see Figure (2.2)), then
recombining the patches to achieve a denoised image.
Figure 2.2: MRI Image and an Image Patch
The Sparseland model is a method for forming image patch representations
[EA06]. Image patches are given by decomposing an image of size
√
N x
√
N into
small sub-images of size
√
n x
√
n, where n N . This model uses the notion that
there exist patch dictionaries, D (where an element of the dictionary is a column of
D), that yield local sparse image representations. That is, if the patch dictionary is
5
D = (d1| · · · |dk), an image patch x can be represented as x = Dα or

x1
x2
...
xn

=
(
d1| d2| · · · | dk
)

α1
α2
...
αk

(2.5)
The dictionary, D, is of size n x k where k  n is used, thus, introducing a
sufficient level of redundancy.
A sparse representation for an image patch can be found by modifying Equations
(2.3) and (2.4) which finds a sparse representation for a complete image. The image
patch optimization problem is
αˆ = arg min
α
||Dα− x||22 + µ||α||0. (2.6)
Here α ∈ Rk is the coefficient vector for the patch x, and µ is a scaling coefficient.
The term ‖Dα− x‖22 is the fidelity of the patch representation. This term is
bounded above by some . In order for the representations to be sparse, it is
required that ||α||0 < L n. The image patch, x, is said to belong to the (, L,
D)-Sparseland signals.
2.1.2 Using the Sparseland Model for Denoising
If we consider a noisy version of the image patch x, to be y, then we can use (2.5)
to denoise y by replacing x with y. (2.5) has a denoising effect due to the averaging
of dictionary elements. To extend this model to denoise the entire image, X, we
create a patch at every pixel location, (i, j). This causes patches to overlap, which
ensures redundancy, and minimal artifacts on block boundaries. Assuming each
image patch should belong to the (, L, D)-Sparseland model, the optimization
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problem becomes
αˆij, Xˆ = arg min
αij ,X
λ||X − Y ||22 +
∑
ij
µij||αij||0 +
∑
ij
||Dαij −RijX||22. (2.7)
Here Y is the noisy image data. The first term enforces accuracy of the entire image
representation. The second term accounts for the sparsity of each image patch. The
third term enforces the fidelity of the image patches with respect to their sparse
representations. The n×N matrix Rij is used to extract the ijth image patch.
Therefore, xij = RijX where xij is an image patch and Dαij is the corresponding
image patch representation. The parameter λ > 0 is dependent on the amount of
noise corrupting the image and the size of the patches. The parameters µij > 0 are
location dependent.
When D is known and fixed, Equation (2.6) is solved iteratively, by first finding
αˆij then solving for Xˆ. The minimization problem in (2.5) is not convex in α, and
thus requires some care in solving. Elad and Aharon, [EA06] solved (2.5) using the
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), which is a recursive algorithm used to
compute representations of functions with respect to overcomplete dictionaries
[PRK93]. It was chosen for its simplicity and efficiency. Then Xˆ can be computed
by the closed form solution,
Xˆ =
(
λI +
∑
ij
RTijRij
)−1(
λY +
∑
ij
RTijDαˆij
)
. (2.8)
Here I is the identity matrix, thus the first term in the expression is a diagonal
matrix that is easily invertible. This expression says that the image patches will be
represented by a weighted average of dictionary elements with respect to the noisy
image Y . This is the denoising effect. This algorithm [EA06] can be summarized in
Figure (2.3).
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Given D, there are two unknowns to solve for, αˆij and the denoised image, Xˆ.
Initialization: Set X = Y (set the clean image equal to the original noisy image.)
Repeat until convergence:
1. Using any pursuit algorithm, find a sparse representation vector,
αˆij , of each image patch. By solving:
αˆij = arg min
α
||Dα−Rijxij ||22 + µij ||α||0.
2. Given αˆij , update X by solving:
Xˆ = arg min
X
λ||X − Y ||22 +
∑
ij
||Dαˆij −RijX||22.
This has a closed form solution of:
Xˆ =
(
λI +
∑
ij
RTijRij
)−1(
λY +
∑
ij
RTijDαˆij
)
Here, I is the identity matrix.
Figure 2.3: Image denoising algorithm as per [EA06].
2.2 Choosing a Dictionary, D
Both fixed and learned dictionaries can be used to implement the Sparseland
model. One of the most commonly used dictionaries is the Discrete Cosine
Transform. This dictionary is popular due to its redundancy, ease of production,
and ability to yield good image patch representations.
Current research has explored the advantages of choosing dictionaries that are
extracted from the image data. An example of such a dictionary is a global
dictionary, which can be formed by a using a large natural image bank.
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Figure 2.4: Global Dictionary
Image representations can be improved by using a dictionary learned from the
image data such as the K-SVD dictionary learning process [EA06, AEB06]. In this
work we use the K-SVD algorithm.
2.2.1 K-SVD Dictionary Learning Process
The K-SVD dictionary learning process as proposed in [AEB06] is an iterative
method of training a dictionary from a set of image patches. This method uses the
K-means algorithm in conjunction with singular value decomposition (SVD) and is
broken down into a two-step process. The first step is to find a sparse
representation of the image with a known dictionary via a modified version of the
K-means algorithm. The second step is to update the dictionary so to better fit the
image [AEB06]. Step two uses SVD. These two steps repeat until convergence.
The K-means algorithm has been traditionally used in the clustering problem.
However, there is an interesting relation between clustering and sparse
representations. In clustering, each sample is represented by one vector from a set of
descriptive vectors. The K-means algorithm implements this idea of representation
by nearest neighbor assignment. This is an example of an extreme sparse
representation of a sample [AEB06]. The K-SVD algorithm seeks a sparse
representation via a set of descriptor vectors, which we call a dictionary, but allows
for more than just one descriptor vector or dictionary atom. These representations
can be achieved by using the algorithm defined in Figure (2.3).
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After the sparse representations have been formed, the dictionary is updated one
element at a time. We denote each dictionary element by, dl ∈ Rn, with
l = 1, 2, . . . , k (where D = [d1|d2| . . . |dk]). First, all image patches which use the
particular dictionary atom in their representation are found and represented by
ωl = {(i, j)|αij(l) 6= 0}. (2.9)
Then SVD is applied to the matrix of error terms, El, for each (i, j) ∈ ωl. The
columns in the error matrix are defined as
elij = RijXij −
∑
m6=l
dmαij(m). (2.10)
The SVD decomposes the error matrix as El = U∆V
T , where the updated
dictionary column is assigned as the first column of U . The updated coefficient
values, {αij(l)}(i,j)∈ωl are the entries in V multiplied by ∆(1, 1). This dictionary
update guarantees the sparsity of the representations will either stay the same or
increase by nulling of coefficients [AEB06].
2.2.2 Multiscale Sparse Representations
It is widely known that information in images is dispersed across multiple scales.
Thus, multiscale sparse representations are an intuitive approach to denoise images.
In [MSE08], a multiscale representation that utilizes the K-SVD algorithm in a
quadtree model of image patches is proposed. Let N be a fixed number of scales
that corresponds to N different size dictionary elements. Then to capture the
multiscale structure, each patch in the quadtree is represented by a linear
combination of the N dictionaries [MSE08]. The size of the N dictionaries should
be correlated to the amount of noise variation.
This multiscale algorithm proposed in [MSE08] included other improvements to
the K-SVD method. The denoising was enhanced for grayscale images by forcing a
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constant element in each dictionary and giving that element preference. Another
improvement was to train the dictionaries on locally chosen patches using K-SVD. In
particular, the image patch representations improved by using dictionaries learned
from a local neighborhood which are better adapted to a particular image region.
This algorithm was a major advancement in the K-SVD image denoising method.
First, the multiscale dictionaries lessened the chances of getting trapped in a local
minima when learning the dictionaries. Secondly, it proved the significance of using
different sized dictionary patches in sparse representations. It also led to further
questions on how to segment the image to train dictionaries that would best
represent the image data.
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Chapter 3
Patch Based Denoising Using
Geometric Features
3.1 Geometric Image Features
In this work, we focused on three important geometric image features that are
often of interest: the details, textures, and smooth regions. These features are
illustrated in Figure (3.1). In this work, we propose a methodology to use these
features in conjunction with the patch based denoising algorithm, Figure (2.3), to
denoise a corrupted image. The overall goal for denoising an image is to remove the
noise while preserving the image information. Yet, the approach for denoising each
geometric feature may be different.
For the detail features, the aim is to preserve information. On the other hand,
the texture features should be cohesive, and artifacts should be removed from the
smooth regions. Two approaches were used to denoise corrupted images using these
features. The first was to use adaptive block sizes for each feature, and the second
was to use dictionaries that were tailored to each feature.
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Figure 3.1: Top: Original image of ”Barbara”, Bottom Left: Detail Example, Bottom
Middle: Texture Example, Bottom Right: Homogeneous Example
3.1.1 Adaptive Block Sizes
The size of an image patch can greatly influence the denoising effect. First, note
that the patches overlap to avoid any boundary discrepancies, and are averaged to
achieve the denoised image. Therefore, a pixel which is denoised using a small patch
size will have less overlap and thus be averaged less times than a pixel that is
denoised using a larger patch size. Therefore, smaller features such as details and
edges may benefit from using a small patch size, while more homogenous regions
will likely benefit from a larger patch size. Optimal patch sizes to denoise texture
features in images may differ depending on their varying scales.
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3.1.2 Feature Based Dictionaries
One also seeks a dictionary, D, that leads to the best possible image patch
representations. The idea is that geometric features in the image may be better
denoised if done so using different dictionaries. These dictionaries could have
different patch sizes and be trained only on the patches that correspond to a
particular image feature. The K-SVD algorithm is used separately to learn these
different dictionaries.
3.2 Image Segmentation into smooth regions,
textures, and edges.
One of the challenging problems in this work was finding an optimal way to
assign the pixels in an image to the correct geometric feature (i.e. details, textures,
smooth regions). This section will illustrate the methods that were implemented to
perform this task. In each method an image is formed with the intensity of the
detail pixels set to 1.0, the texture pixels set to 0.5, and the smooth pixels to 0.0.
This new image is called an ’image mapping’. There are a number of approaches
that can be used to determine such a mapping. Four different techniques were
applied in this work, which we outline below.
3.2.1 Scale
The scale of the image at a given location can be computed as a measure of the
area and perimeter of the feature it lives in, with respect to the surrounding image
data. Thus, small scale features should be the image details, while the large scale
features should be smooth regions. The scale can be obtained as a function of
change in intensity [SAC06]. Let u0 be the original image, and u be the image
resulting from Total Variation (TV) regularization (a classical edge-preserving
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denoising technique). In [SAC06], the authors define a notion of scale as
scale(~x) =
α
δ(~x)
, (3.1)
where δ(~x) = |u(~x)− u0(~x)|, α > 0 is the scale threshold, and ~x is the position in
the image. With an appropriately chosen α, (3.1) is equivalent to
scale(~x) =
Area(E)
Perimeter(E)
, (3.2)
where E is the homogeneous subregion in the image containing the point ~x.
Figure 3.2: Left: Original image ”Barbara”, Right: Scale map of Barbara
Strong, Aujol, and Chan’s algorithm was used to find an appropriate α and
compute the scale of the image pixels [SAC06]. After the scale of the image pixels
were computed, thresholds were found empirically to decipher the feature of each
pixel (see Figure (3.2)).
The same procedure was conducted on corrupted images with white Gaussian
noise. The scale map completely had much more difficulty yielding any feature
information of the corrupted images (see Figure (3.3)).
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Figure 3.3: Left: Corrupted image ”Barbara” with Gaussian noise having σ = 15,
Right: Image mapping from scale map of Barbara
3.2.2 Gradient
The gradient of a pixel in an image is the function f(x, y) defined as
5f = grad(f) =
gx
gy
 =
∂f∂x
∂f
∂y
 . (3.3)
This vector points in the direction of greatest rate of change at the pixel located at
(x, y). The magnitude of the gradient vector is the value of the rate of change at the
pixel (x, y) in the direction of the gradient[GW08]. This is found by
M(x, y) = mag(5f) =
√
g2x + g
2
y . (3.4)
The value of M(x, y) is high at detail and textured regions, and low in smooth
regions. The gradient map is created by computing the magnitude of the gradient
at each pixel in the image. Thresholds were again found empirically to decipher the
feature of each pixel for the image mapping (see Figure (3.4)).
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Figure 3.4: Left: Original image ”Barbara”, Right: Gradient map of Barbara
Figure 3.5: Left: Corrupted image ”Barbara” with Gaussian noise having σ = 15,
Right: Image mapping from gradient map of Barbara
The gradient map was computed on corrupted images with white Gaussian noise
(see Figure (3.5)). This map was extremely good at separating the detail and the
smooth regions. However, the textures were undistinguishable from those features.
3.2.3 Standard Deviation of the Entropy
The entropy, H, is a statistical measure of randomness. It can be viewed as a
general measure of information in the image. This measure can be used to
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distinguish between detail and texture regions. The entropy is defined by
H = −
L−1∑
k=0
pr(rk) · log2 pr(rk), (3.5)
where L is the number of different intensity values in the image and pr(rk) is the
probability that the intensity value rk occurs in the image [GW08]. The entropy is
computed on patches of the image to find the local entropy of every pixel.
The standard deviation is then computed on the local entropy values. This is
done patchwise by
σp =
1
n2
·
n2∑
j=1
(xj − x¯)2, (3.6)
where xj are the pixels in the n x n patch and x¯ is the mean of the patch intensity
values. The computed patch standard deviation, σp, replaces the patch’s central
pixel and uses symmetric padding on the image boundaries.
Figure 3.6: Left: Original image ”Barbara”, Right: Standard deviation of the entropy
map with entropy filter of size [17 x 17] & standard deviation filter of size [3 x 3].
The standard deviation of the entropy measures the local variation in the image
information. This effectively combines the texture and smooth regions in the image,
leaving only the details. Thresholds for determining the pixel feature were found
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experimentally for the image mapping. The mapping was then computed for a
corrupted image having white Gaussian noise (see Figures (3.6) and (3.7)).
Figure 3.7: Left: Corrupted image ”Barbara” with Gaussian noise having σ = 15,
Right: Image mapping from standard deviation of the entropy map.
In this map, there was a doubling effect for the detail features, which makes the
mapping not precise about where the detail features resided. Additionally, there was
a noticeable appearance of artifacts in the smooth regions.
Figure 3.8: Left: Corrupted image ”Barbara” with Gaussian noise having σ = 15,
Right: Image mapping from standard deviation of the entropy map.
The standard deviation of the entropy map was combined with the gradient map
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to effectively eliminate the doubling effect for the detail features. It was also able to
capture all three image features. Yet, the feature regions were still not
homogeneous, artifacts were found in all three regions. This led to incorrect
dictionary assignments for many pixels.
3.2.4 Gaussian Smoothed Gradient
For the Gaussian smoothed gradient map, a gradient map is first constructed
from the image as per the method described in Section 4.2.2. After the image
mapping from the gradient map has been created, a two dimensional lowpass
Gaussian filter defined by
H(x, y) = e−D
2(x,y)/2σ2 , (3.7)
is convolved with the mapping. Here D(x, y) = [(x−M/2)2 + (y −N/2)2]1/2 for an
image of size M x N [GW08].
Figure 3.9: Left: Original image ”Barbara”, Right: Gaussian smooth gradient map.
This mapping is thresholded to designate the pixel feature. However, the pixels that
were found to be detail pixels from the gradient mapping were preserved in the new
image mapping (see Figure (3.9)). This ensures that the detail pixels would not be
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falsely reassigned to a different feature.
The image was corrupted with white Gaussian noise and the gaussian smoothed
gradient map was computed (see Figure (3.10)). This map proved to be the most
accurate at distinguishing between the three image features in a corrupted image.
This image mapping method was chosen to be used in the denoising algorithm.
Figure 3.10: Left: Corrupted image ”Barbara” with Gaussian noise having σ = 15,
Right: Image mapping from the gaussian smooth gradient map.
3.3 Adaptive Denoising Based on Geometric
Features
We use the denoising algorithm proposed by Elad and Aharon, which was
described in Figure (2.3), in conjunction with an image mapping to denoise
corrupted images. This is done by first creating an image mapping from the
corrupted image. Based on the image mapping, the pixels are assigned to their
appropriate geometric image feature: details, texture, or smooth regions.
For each image feature, a dictionary is created using the K-SVD algorithm that
learns the dictionaries using only the feature of interest’s corrupted patches. The
image patch representations are formed via the Sparseland model, then the
denoised image is updated. This algorithm is explicitly described in Figure (3.11).
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For any of the dictionary assignment map do the following:
Initialization: Set X = Y (set the clean image equal to the original noisy image.)
1. Create the dictionary assignment map of choice based on the noisy image.
2. Sort the pixels into 2 - 3 dictionary assignment levels.
3. For each level:
a. Form image patches, RijX, for each pixel assigned to the particular level.
b. Create a dictionary, D, based on the patches formed in (a) of appropriate size
via K-SVD.
c. Using Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, find a sparse representation vector,
αˆij , of each image patch. By solving:
αˆij = arg min
α
||Dα−Rijxij ||22 + µij ||α||0.
d. Given αˆij , update X by solving:
Xˆ = arg min
X
λ||X − Y ||22 +
∑
ij
||Dαˆij −RijX||22.
This has a closed form solution of:
Xˆ = (λI +
∑
ij
RTijRij)
−1(λY +
∑
ij
RTijDαˆij)
Here, I is the identity matrix.
Figure 3.11: The modified denoising algorithm. The modifications are written in
italicized text.
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Chapter 4
Results
All of the test images that were used had resolution 512× 512. They were
corrupted with additive white noise at a noise level of σ = 15. The λ in Equation
(2.8) was chosen to be a function of the noise level, λ = 0.45n
2
σ
[MSE08]. For
simplicity, we set n = 8. Finally, the stopping criterion was set to 1.15σ in the
Orthonormal Matching Pursuit algorithm. Both λ and the stopping criterion were
the defaults set from [EA06].
4.1 Measures of Improvement
In this work two different measures were used to determine if the variable patch
sizes and dictionaries tailored to the geometric image features improved on the
previous work. The first measure is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). This
ratio gives the level of information pertinent to the original image to the level of the
noise. PSNR is expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale. For the original
image, X, and denoised image, Y , both of size M x N , we use
PSNR = 20 · log10
MAXI√
MSE
, (4.1)
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where MAXI is the maximum intensity value and
MSE =
1
MN
M−1∑
x=0
N−1∑
y=0
‖X(x, y)− Y (x, y)‖2. (4.2)
It is thought that if the PSNR increases, than the denoised image is ”cleaner” or
less noisy than before it was processed. We also use the ”eyeball norm” to see if
there is any visual improvement in the denoised image.
4.2 DCT Adaptive Dictionary Block Sizes
Denoising was performed using the Discrete Cosine Transform as the dictionary
to test the significance of adaptive block sizes. It was found that there is a notable
visual difference in the image features when the block size was changed (see Figures
(4.1-4.6)).
Figure 4.1: Left: Detail clip of the original image ”Barbara” , Right: Corrupted detail
feature region with Gaussian noise having σ = 15.
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Figure 4.2: Left: Denoised detail feature region with DCT dictionary having block
size [4× 4], Right: Same detail feature denoised using DCT dictionary having block
size [14× 14].
Figure 4.3: Left: Texture clip of the original image ”Barbara” , Right: Corrupted
texture feature region with Gaussian noise having σ = 15.
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Figure 4.4: Left: Denoised texture feature region with DCT dictionary having block
size [4×4], Right: Same texture feature denoised using DCT dictionary having block
size [14× 14].
Figure 4.5: Left: Smooth clip of the original image ”Barbara” , Right: Corrupted
smooth feature region with Gaussian noise having σ = 15.
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Figure 4.6: Left: Denoised smooth feature region with DCT dictionary having block
size [4×4], Right: Same smooth feature denoised using DCT dictionary having block
size [14× 14].
However, the improvement in the PSNR varied by image. For the image ”Barbara”,
the adaptive block sizes increased both the visual appearance and the PSNR (see
Figures (4.7 - 4.11)). Yet in the standard test image, ”Lena”, there is a decrease in
the PSNR.
Figure 4.7: Left: Original image ”Barbara”, Right: Corrupted image with Gaussian
noise having σ = 15.
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Figure 4.8: Left: Denoised image ”Barbara” using the DCT dictionary with block size
[8×8] throughout the entire image, Right: Denoised image using adaptive dictionaries
of size [6×6] for detail features, [14×14] for texture, and [12×12] for smooth regions.
For notational purposes, the block sizes that were used to denoise the image were
put into brackets, [details, textures, smooth region]. Hence, in Figure (4.8) the
block sizes that were used would be denoted [6,14,12].
Figure 4.9: Left: Denoised texture feature region with DCT dictionary having block
size [8×8], Right: Same texture feature denoised using DCT dictionary having block
size [6,14,12].
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Figure 4.10: Left: Denoised smooth feature region with DCT dictionary having block
size [8×8], Right: Same texture feature denoised using DCT dictionary having block
size [6,14,12].
Figure 4.11: Left: Denoised detail feature region with DCT dictionary having block
size [8×8], Right: Same texture feature denoised using DCT dictionary having block
size [6,14,12].
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Block Size [detail,texture,smooth] (pixels)
[6,8,8] [8,8,12] [6,8,12] [6,12,8] [6,8,10] [8,12,12] [8,8,8]
Barbara 31.638 31.755 31.761 31.869 31.737 31.834 31.665
Lena 33.345 33.175 33.195 33.327 33.273 33.150 33.364
Table 4.1: PSNR for denoised images ”Barbara” and ”Lena” corrupted with additive
white gaussian noise having σ = 15. The rightmost column is the results using the
regular non-adaptive DCT dictionary.
4.3 K-SVD Adaptive Dictionary Block Sizes
The results obtained from using the DCT dictionaries to denoise images were
inconsistent. However, the change of block sizes had some effect on all tested
images. By using better dictionaries, namely, dictionaries learned using the K-SVD
algorithm, we hoped to alleviate those discrepancies.
When implementing the K-SVD dictionary learning method, an initial dictionary
needs to be selected. Two approaches were taken to initialize the dictionaries in the
algorithm presented in Figure (3.11). The first was to use the DCT dictionary and
the second was to use random blocks selected from the corrupted image. In both
approaches, 11 different test images were denoised using our modified algorithm.
4.3.1 Setting D0 =DCT
The K-SVD algorithm attempts to minimize a highly non-convex functional.
Thus, DCT dictionaries are good choices as initial dictionaries to reduce the
likelihood of getting trapped in a local minimum. They were also selected due to
their high redundancy.
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Block Size [detail,texture,smooth] (pixels)
[6,8,8] [8,12,8] [8,14,8] [8,8,14] [8,8,8] [6,12,8] [6,8,12] [6,8,10] [8,12,12] K-SVD
Barbara 32.474 32.541 32.546 32.307 32.512 32.493 32.385 32.429 32.406 32.363
Lena 33.684 33.672 33.66 33.423 33.706 33.693 33.599 33.718 33.593 33.71
Bridge 28.624 28.629 28.42 28.593 28.57 28.415 28.595 28.606 28.399 28.602
Blonde 31.946 31.93 31.774 31.903 31.859 31.776 31.894 31.934 31.761 31.904
Boat 31.776 31.758 31.569 31.712 31.645 31.56 31.715 31.768 31.533 31.753
Brunette 36.432 36.398 36.393 36.277 36.147 36.394 36.265 36.377 36.257 36.386
Fair 31.49 31.468 31.15 31.38 31.307 31.159 31.401 31.454 31.125 31.437
Oldies 31.435 31.435 31.201 31.356 31.301 31.21 31.355 31.406 31.14 31.394
Peppers 33.324 33.293 33.171 33.238 33.139 33.171 33.223 33.307 33.114 33.294
Plane 33.578 33.563 33.221 33.481 33.412 33.245 33.529 33.571 33.206 33.516
Sail 30.995 30.985 30.772 30.901 30.836 30.789 30.92 30.969 30.729 30.956
Table 4.2: PSNR values for the test images using the modified denoising algorithm in
conjunction with the DCT initial dictionary. The top three block size combinations
are bolded. The rightmost column contains the results from the regular non-adaptive
K-SVD denoising.
Using this initial dictionary and the PSNR criterion, we were able to find three
optimal block size combinations, [6, 8, 10], [8, 12, 8], and [6, 8, 8]. However, the
difference between the combinations are very minimal. The [6, 8, 10] combination
yields slightly better denoising results in the smooth regions even if the PSNR is
higher in the [6, 8, 8] and [8, 12, 8] combinations.
However, there are clear visual improvements in the adaptive K-SVD denoised
images. Comparisons of the denoised image using the [6, 8, 10] block sizes and the
regular non-adaptive K-SVD method are shown in Figures (4.12) - (4.15).
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Figure 4.12: Left: Original image ”Barbara”, Right: Corrupted image with Gaussian
noise having σ = 15.
Figure 4.13: Left: Denoised image ”Barbara” using the original K-SVD denoising
algorithm, Right: Denoised image using the K-SVD dictionary with the DCT as the
initial dictionary, and block size [6,8,10].
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Figure 4.14: Zoomed in region of the denoised of image ”Barbara”, Left: Using the
regular K-SVD dictionary, Right: Using the K-SVD dictionary with the DCT as the
initial dictionary with block size [6,8,10].
Figure 4.15: Left: Denoised detail region of image ”Barbara” using the regular K-
SVD dictionary, Right: Denoised image using the K-SVD dictionary with the DCT
as the initial dictionary, and block size [6,8,10].
Upon examining the dictionaries for the separate image features, there was not a
significant difference in the dictionaries besides their size (see Figure (4.16)). This
was quite unexpected since the dictionaries were trained on different image patches.
To ensure that the dictionaries were being trained until convergence, we increased
the number of iterations required to learn the dictionaries (see Figure (4.17)).
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Figure 4.16: Dictionaries trained on corrupted image patches from the image ”Bar-
bara” with 10 learning iterations and initial DCT dictionary. Left: Detail feature
dictionary, Middle: Texture feature dictionary, Right: Smooth feature dictionary.
Figure 4.17: Dictionaries trained on corrupted image patches from the image ”Bar-
bara” with 25 learning iterations and initial DCT dictionary. Left: Detail feature
dictionary, Middle: Texture feature dictionary, Right: Smooth feature dictionary.
All of the PSNR-values for the test images increased with increased number of
iterations (see Table (4.3)). However this can be expected since we used the K-SVD
algorithm. However, the improvement in the dictionaries is hardly noticable with an
increased number of dictionary learning iterations.
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Block Size [detail,texture,smooth] (pixels), Number Iterations
[8, 8, 8], 15 [8, 8, 8], 20 [8, 8, 8], 25 [6, 8, 10], 25 K-SVD
Barbara 32.516 32.558 32.583 32.563 32.363
Lena 33.811 33.833 33.849 33.843 33.71
Bridge 28.595 28.602 28.613 28.603 28.602
Blonde 31.991 32.023 32.028 32.027 31.904
Boat 31.827 31.856 31.866 31.859 31.753
Brunette 36.451 36.465 36.471 36.411 36.386
Fair 31.511 31.547 31.559 31.539 31.437
Oldies 31.474 31.504 31.528 31.511 31.394
Peppers 33.382 33.403 33.409 33.375 33.294
Plane 33.565 33.593 33.625 33.658 33.516
Sail 30.965 30.976 30.983 30.996 30.956
Table 4.3: PSNR values for the test images using the modified denoising algorithm
in conjunction with the DCT initial dictionary that has been learned using 15, 20,
and 25 iterations in the K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm. The rightmost column
contains the results from the regular non-adaptive K-SVD denoising.
4.3.2 Setting D0 =Randomly Selected Corrupted Image
Blocks
We also tried initializing the dictionaries with randomly selected blocks from the
corrupted image in hopes of learning dictionaries that more accurately represented
the image features. The results from denoising the corrupted images with this
initialization showed the same optimal block size combinations, namely [6, 8, 8],
[8, 12, 8] and [6, 8, 10].
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Block Size [detail,texture,smooth] (pixels)
[6,8,8] [8,12,8] [8,14,8] [8,8,14] [8,8,8] [6,12,8] [6,8,12] [6,8,10] [8,12,12] K-SVD
Barbara 32.456 32.454 32.379 32.385 32.449 32.431 32.409 32.421 32.407 32.363
Lena 33.749 33.617 33.549 33.656 33.75 33.659 33.761 33.791 33.646 33.71
Bridge 28.551 28.544 28.289 28.495 28.471 28.279 28.507 28.533 28.265 28.602
Blonde 31.888 31.89 31.708 31.831 31.777 31.714 31.852 31.86 31.693 31.904
Boat 31.81 31.817 31.571 31.74 31.665 31.589 31.745 31.798 31.562 31.753
Brunette 36.415 36.392 36.398 36.268 36.125 36.409 36.262 36.379 36.249 36.386
Fair 31.516 31.495 31.16 31.399 31.325 31.174 31.429 31.475 31.131 31.437
Oldies 31.476 31.47 31.232 31.403 31.336 31.235 31.397 31.451 31.189 31.394
Peppers 33.362 33.311 33.198 33.242 33.149 33.2 33.247 33.319 33.123 33.294
Plane 33.624 33.62 33.253 33.51 33.423 33.266 33.552 33.625 33.223 33.516
Sail 30.982 30.997 30.723 30.891 30.821 30.747 30.906 30.953 30.679 30.956
Table 4.4: PSNR values for the test images using the modified denoising algorithm in
conjunction with randomly selected corrupted image patches as the initial dictionary.
The rightmost column contains the results from the regular non-adaptive K-SVD
denoising.
Between these optimal block size combinations the one that was optimal in terms
of the ”eyeball-norm” was [6, 8, 10]. This block size combination maintained the
details and textures while ridding the smooth regions of artifacts.
Figure 4.18: Left: Original image ”Barbara”, Right: Corrupted image with Gaussian
noise having σ = 15.
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Figure 4.19: Left: Denoised image ”Barbara” using the regular K-SVD dictionary,
Right: Denoised using the K-SVD dictionary with random corrupted image patches
as the initial dictionary with block size [6,8,10].
Figure 4.20: Zoomed in region of the denoised of image ”Barbara” using the regular
K-SVD dictionary, Right: Denoised smooth region of image ”Barbara” using the K-
SVD dictionary with random corrupted image patches as the initial dictionary with
block size [6,8,10].
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Figure 4.21: Left: Denoised detail region of image ”Barbara” using the regular K-
SVD dictionary, Right: Denoised image using the K-SVD dictionary with random
corrupted image patches as the initial dictionary, and block size [6,8,10].
Even in many images where the PSNR was lower in certain block size combinations,
the denoised images looked better than the regular K-SVD denoised image. The
image, ”Peppers”, is an example of this phenomenon. The block size combination of
[8, 8, 14] had a PSNR value of 33.242, while the regular K-SVD PSNR value was
33.294. Yet, the smooth regions contain less artifacts, and the details are still
preserved with the [8, 8, 14] block sizes (see Figures (4.22-4.25)).
Figure 4.22: Left: Original image ”Peppers”, Right: Corrupted image with Gaussian
noise having σ = 15.
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Figure 4.23: Left: Denoised detail region of image ”Peppers” using the regular K-SVD
dictionary, and block size [6,8,8], Right: Denoised image using the K-SVD dictionary
with random corrupted image patches as the initial dictionary, and block size [8,8,14].
Figure 4.24: Denoised smooth region of image ”Peppers” using the K-SVD dictionary
with random corrupted image patches as the initial dictionary. Left: Denoised using
block size [6,8,8], Right: Denoised using block size [8,8,14].
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Figure 4.25: Denoised image ”Peppers” using the K-SVD dictionary with random
corrupted image patches as the initial dictionary. Left: Denoised using block size
[6,8,8], Right: Denoised using block size [8,8,14].
The number of iterations used to learn the dictionaries was increased to check for
convergence. The dictionaries appear to have more defined features as the number
of iterations increased (see Figures (4.26) and (4.27)). Yet, the amount of denoising
improvement by using the dictionaries with increased iterations varied between
images. This may be caused by getting trapped in local minima when using the
K-SVD learning process. The PSNR results from that test are shown in Table (4.5).
Figure 4.26: Dictionaries trained on corrupted image patches from the image ”Bar-
bara” with 10 learning iterations. Left: Detail feature dictionary, Middle: Texture
feature dictionary, Right: Smooth feature dictionary.
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Figure 4.27: Dictionaries trained on corrupted image patches from the image ”Bar-
bara” with 25 learning iterations. Left: Detail feature dictionary, Middle: Texture
feature dictionary, Right: Smooth feature dictionary.
Block Size [detail,texture,smooth] (pixels), Number Iterations
[8, 8, 8], 15 [8, 8, 8], 20 [8, 8, 8], 25 [6, 8, 10], 25 K-SVD
Barbara 32.4971 32.5131 32.5558 32.568 32.363
Lena 33.8287 33.8469 33.8544 33.793 33.71
Bridge 28.518 28.526 28.586 28.561 28.602
Blonde 31.913 31.972 31.997 31.979 31.904
Boat 31.829 31.868 31.874 31.815 31.753
Brunette 36.433 36.442 36.456 36.416 36.386
Fair 31.545 31.577 31.566 31.566 31.437
Oldies 31.528 31.551 31.535 31.543 31.394
Peppers 33.361 33.368 33.402 33.379 33.294
Plane 33.619 33.628 33.633 33.697 33.516
Sail 30.946 30.955 30.985 30.992 30.956
Table 4.5: PSNR values for the test images using the modified denoising algorithm
in conjunction with randomly selected image patches as the initial dictionary that
has been learned using 15, 20, and 25 iterations in the K-SVD dictionary learning
algorithm. The rightmost column contains the results from the regular non-adaptive
K-SVD denoising.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
This work explored the effects of using variable block sizes and adaptive
dictionaries in conjunction with Sparseland model image patch representations on
geometric image features. On the way to exploring these effects, many other
interesting questions were discovered and a handful were answered.
We were able to find a reasonable method for separating the three geometric
image features. The Gaussian smoothed gradient image mapping technique was able
to preserve details and textures while finding the smooth regions.
The variable block size dictionaries using the DCT as the dictionary showed no
real improvement over the fixed block size with respect to the PSNR. The globally
fixed 8× 8 block size was often the optimal combination. Yet, visually the effects of
block size can be significant. A large block size of 14× 14 did smooth homogeneous
regions better than a small block size of 4× 4. Details were best preserved using a
block size of 6× 6, and texture block size was dependent on the scale of the texture.
For example, regular textures, like bricks or a checkered tablecloth, were best
denoised using larger block sizes of 14× 14 or even 16× 16. Additional research
needs to be done to link the scale of the texture with the optimal block sizes.
The results from the DCT denoising method led to the use of learned dictionaries
by way of the K-SVD algorithm. The initialization of the dictionaries in the K-SVD
algorithm proved to be of significance. Most of the results from denoising the
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corrupted images using the randomly selected image patches as the initial dictionary
were better than the results using the DCT as the initial dictionary. However, using
randomly selected image patches as the initial dictionary may lead to getting
trapped in local minima. Future work needs to be done in exploring different ways
to alleviate the problem of local minima. One improvement would be to use a
convex functional, like the l1-norm, to determine sparsity. This would also ensure a
unique solution.
Further research needs to be done to optimize the λ and stopping criterion
parameters. The λ parameter is defined by [MSE08]
λ =
0.45n2
σ
, (5.1)
where σ is the noise level and n is the block size. In our experiments, n = 8 was
used for simplicity, since it is not obvious how to incorporate the varying block sizes
at each location. This is something that should be explored. Additional
improvements in the denoising may be found by forcing a constant dictionary
element into each dictionary as done in [MSE08]. Furthermore, the denoising may
benefit from constructing the dictionaries with respect to the geometric features as
well as the proximity to the given patch, such as in the block denoising algorithm as
proposed in [MSE08].
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